
Hill training. 

 It is common to find phrases as hills, hills repetitions, long hills, down hills, etc in the glossary of 

the different training log of runners, a as a very often appear in the different training plans of   the 

runners around the world, but that generally they have the same objectives. To make them better 

runners!    

Training in hills is a type of resistance training that helps to improve the muscular resistance, the 

aerobic potency, the strength and the anaerobic potency, and is very important at the time to 

potencies the muscles of the legs, to help to improve the runner’s technique, the speed and 

running economy.    

Depending of the objectives that coaches would have outlined, factors like number of sessions per 

week, speed of each repetition, the longitude of the hill, number of repetitions, the grade of 

inclination should be considered. If it is a long hill to be run, if the surface dirt, grass or pavement 

and other aspects are very important when choosing how it will be trained.    

While is running over a hills, if the intensity is high and the ascent has a lot of inclination, el athlete   

is spreads to present a bigger elevation of their knees and bigger range of movement of their   

arms, and certainly there is a bigger dorsiflexion of their ankles what indicates that they should be   

strong, with great mobility to be able to push up during the action and reaction phase while run.    

As the same as they run in plane and regular surfaces, for training in hills also should be 

considered the type of training to carry out, if it will be of the continuous type or if it will be made 

of the fractionate one.    

For the first of the cases, when one runs in a hill of great longitude that well could arrive largest 

than 10 to 12 kilometers the runner step will be shorter, and in the case of interval running in hills, 

depending of the outlined objectives it is appealed to do repetitions that could go from about 50 

to 400 meters to a quicker step and it is considered the number of   repetitions, the intensity of 

the same ones and their recovery pauses.   

As we have pointed out before, the benefits of the training in hills are variable and here we can 

point out the following ones:    

It improves the potency and strength of the muscles of the legs    

It improves the frequency and the longitude of the strides.    

When they are short and run at maximum speed they help to develop the speed and strength.    

It improves the tolerance to the lactato and in some cases the anaerobic threshold and VO2 max.    

Taking in consideration the distance, duration of the hills can be classified in short, medium and 

long hills.     



The short hills in general don't surpass the 15 to 25 seconds during their execution and they can to 

have between 3 and 18 grades of inclination.  If the intention is to improve the strength or the 

speed the number of repetitions should not exceed the 8 and foreseeing enough recovery among 

them,   but their duration should hardly arrives to the 15 seconds and if the objective is to improve 

the resistance the number of repetitions should be bigger but as much the intensity as its recovery 

should be smaller.    

An example of a classic training for a distance runner can be the one that here is presented:    

Of 8 to 10 repetitions of a hill of about 150 meters with 120 seconds of recovery for 1.500 and up 

to 5.000 meters runners.    

Of 8 to 10 repetitions of a hill between 200 and 300 meters for of largest distance runners.    

Short hills,  whose duration is from 30 to 90 seconds, and in them they combine the benefits of the 

short hills with stimuli in the  muscular resistance and the tolerance of the lactic acid,   where the 

main energy source is as much the aerobics as the anaerobic and the runner  it will experience the 

accumulation of lactate in blood.    

An example of training for this type of hills is:    

6 to 8 repetitions between 30 and seconds 45 for lest experienced runners.   

10 to 15 repetitions between 60 and 75 seconds for better runners.    

The recovery pause among each repetition will be to lower jogging or walking until the place of   

exit.    

For last, the long hills have duration of 90 second to 5 minutes, where most of the energy comes 

from the aerobic metabolism, being of a lot of profit for those runners that can get ready to 

compete in distances of 10.000 meters up.    

I conclude pointing out that before carrying out trainings in ascents, those runners with less 

experience should have a minimum of  aerobic training, of potency and muscular strength to 

obtain better benefits of this type of training, this helps them to not  to constantly be injured.  The 

recovery rules should also be respected since  to train in hills is a type of demanding training.   

 


